The twenty-two papers are divided into five sections: broadcast regulat ions, cable regulation, telecommunication systems, the Third World, and finally, new technologies and their use.
Whi le the regulation-versus-market compet ition distintion is a continum with many refined intermediate positions, it still can be used as a strict opposition to order a whole series of conference papers. Those supporting regulation, like Robert Babe or Kenneth Wyman, are led by John Meisel, former chairperson of the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, which in part funded the conference. Although rejecting a "blind faith in regulation", Meisel In a clear and convincing paper points out the arguments for regulation. Claiming that competition does not follow inevitably from an absence of regulation, he claims that unregulated market forces would "threaten values which Canadians hold dear." Robert Babe adds the warning that "hucksters of inf ormat ion" operate outside of any moral f ramework. More spec if ical ly , Kenneth Wyman defends protectionist policy for Canadian broadcasting.
The marketeers are led by Eli Noam and representatives from the FCC including Kenneth Gordon and Roy Morris and Robert Preece. Eli Noam argues that "as markets integrate, competition should not be contained." However he presents an interesting two-stage theory of technology and regulation. Since cable television is a rapidly changing technology, Noam argues t h a t i t is better run by private managers and risk takers t h a n by civil servants. However he adds t h a t "when the technology has matured, operation by a private entity may be more practical ."
Kenneth Gordon suggests t h a t we aim for "workable competition" rather t h a n "perfect cmpet ition." H e goes on to suggest the removing of cross-ownership rules. Roy Morris and Robert Preece i n encouraging competition wish to emphasize an increased reliance on bargained agreements "during the transition to full deregula-
Exploring other aspects of the debate, Byron Reeves and James Baughman provide an detailed survey of the ties between communication research and the regulation of mass media --an extremely compact literature survey w i t h well over two hundred citations. Researchers from Bell Laboratories present two interesting theoretical models of regulation. P. Linhart, R. Radner and F. Sinden develop a sequential principal-agent model of regulation.
"A principal hires an agent t o act on his behalf, generally because the agent has better information about some enterprise of interest to the principal ."
I n life the regulatory body is the agent of society. A t the same time the firm i s an agent of the regulators, The second model is presented by W. Sharkey who develops a theory of cooperative games. H e concludes t h a t successful changes in any given set of rules occur only if there is a stable coalition t h a t supports the change: "only regulation supported by a stable coalition can be expected to prevail ."
Only one paper treats the AT&T settlement but it is outstanding. Philip Verveer, a Washington anti-trust lawyer, explains succinctly the details of the settlement and then goes on to analyze a number of remaining issues. He considers the settlement "enormously important for communications pol icy and practice" and for limiting the social and political power of private enterprises.
Of the remaining papers the most important is Heather Hudson's synthesis of current research in telecommunications in the Third World. In particular she draws on fifteen unpublished studies done for the International Telecommunications Union. Not only does she report the research findings of her colleagues but she also provides a handy check1 ist of seven issues for telecommunications research in Third World countries. Her article gives a comprehensive overview and an introduction to interest ing unpub-1 i shed materi a1 .
Gandy , Espinosa and Ordover have provided us with an excellent text. Each section has a clear and full introduction. The papers are well documented. In addition there are two detailed indexes (by subject and author). For everyone working in the area their book is obviously essential. For beginners it is a thorough if demanding initiation.
Certainly the general public needs to be initiated into a more sophisticated understanding of the new communicat ion technologies. While the regulators look to a strong national body to protect the public interest, Brian Murphy in The Wired World emphasizes the importance of peripheral , community groups. His s1 im , popular paperback was published by Comedia, a project intended t o support "radical and alternative media."
Murphy describes the new media by geographical area, devoting a chapter each to the United States, Canada, Europe, Japan, the Third World and Britain. The order itself is unexplained and somewhat odd --why does Britain follow the Third World? Already this is a strong hint and finally part of the evidence t h a t this book is a failure. There is no structure, organization or argument.
In his introduction Murphy raises some key problems t h a t one would like t o see aired: he emphasizes the pr~blem of the "information needs of minorities, the unemployed, women, children and the political ambitions of the left." He claims t h a t the new technologies are creating "new configurations of class and sexual relations." Indeed he starts on a response to leftwing attitudes towards the new technologies; he counters t h a t one cannot resist the new technology nor can one ignore i t . His solution is t o think about alternatives. If the computer-communications revolution continues on the same tracks, "the left will have no one t o blame b u t itself ." Presumably this book which has no clear analysis or suggestions will carry its share of t h a t blam.
